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M

ultifocal motor neuropathy (MMN) is a rare neuropathy that is often treatable with immunomodulatory therapy if diagnosed early.
However, accurate diagnosis is difficult due to a significant overlap of symptoms with other neurological conditions, such as
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). Evidence of immunoglobulin M (IgM) anti-ganglioside GM1 antibodies and electrodiagnostic findings
of conduction block are useful diagnostic criteria for MMN but are not universal findings. This review explores the differential diagnosis of MMN
and ALS and discusses three cases of MMN initially diagnosed as ALS, in which the correct diagnosis allowed effective treatment. These cases
highlight the need for greater awareness of MMN among physicians.
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Multifocal motor neuropathy (MMN) is a rare motor neuropathy with a reported prevalence range
of 0.3–3 cases in 100,000.1 It affects more males than females (2.7:1) and onset usually occurs
before 50 years of age.1 The disease can progress to permanent weakness and disability but it is not
life-threatening or as disabling as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS, one of the motor neuron
diseases).2 MMN symptoms overlap with other motor-predominant diseases, such as chronic
inflammatory demyelinating polyradiculoneuropathy (CIDP), ALS and ALS variants (progressive
muscular atrophy, flail arm/flail leg syndromes); this overlap can introduce diagnostic uncertainty.
Recognizing the significant overlap in the presentation of MMN and ALS is particularly important given
that MMN is treatable, whereas ALS is rapidly fatal and non-treatable. The profound psychosocial
impact of an ALS diagnosis is well established and includes grief, depression, anxiety, feelings of
hopelessness and other negative, life-altering psychological effects.3,4 While MMN can be debilitating,
it does not carry the same grave prognosis as ALS and offers the hope of treatment options.
ALS inexorably progresses, spreading to involve multiple different motor functions before eventually
resulting in death. The median survival time is 3–5 years and only around 10% survive to 10 years.5,6 The
only disease-modifying treatment options for ALS are riluzole and edaravone.7–12 In contrast, MMN is
associated with a normal life expectancy and has several treatment options available,13–15 though MMN
can result in progressive muscle weakness that may lead to severe disability if left untreated.16 Early
treatment with intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIg) is essential to ensure optimal treatment response
and prevent progression to axonal loss.17 It is critical therefore that MMN is correctly diagnosed as
early as possible, enabling commencement of appropriate therapy to prevent permanent effects,
reduce disability, and avoid the psychological distress of being misdiagnosed with ALS—a uniformly
fatal illness. Unfortunately, MMN can be very difficult to diagnose in certain cases, particularly early in
the disease course, and in the absence of obvious conduction block (CB) and GM1 antibodies.
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This article aims to discuss the differential diagnosis of MMN and ALS, through a series of illustrative
case studies.

Clinical features of multifocal motor neuropathy and amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis
ALS is insidious in onset and affects more men than women.1 Most people who develop the disease are
aged between 40 and 70, with an average age of 55 at the time of diagnosis.18 However, ALS also occurs
in people in their twenties and thirties.1 Onset is asymmetric, with weakness developing in a focal region
of the face, arm or leg. Patients show signs of spasticity, rapid muscle atrophy, weakening and wasting.
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Table 1: Characteristic features and treatment of multifocal
motor neuropathy and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
MMN
Clinical features

Asymmetric, distal > proximal, Asymmetric weakness

Supportive criteria

Exclusion criteria

• Slowly progressive or

• Predominant upper

• Upper motor

limb involvement

neuron signs

• Decreased or absent

• Marked bulbar

without sensory loss

stepwise progressive,

weakness without sensory

May have upper motor

focal, asymmetric

loss. Some patients with

neuron signs and cognitive

limb weakness; i.e.,

tendon reflexes in the

subjective sensory loss, pain,

involvement, usually more

motor involvement

affected limb

and fatigue

prominent muscle atrophy

in the motor nerve

Increased tendon reflexes

distribution of at

CSF protein usually normal or CSF protein usually normal or
slightly elevated

slightly elevated

40–50% of patients may have No significant titers of IgM
IgM ganglioside antibodies

ganglioside antibodies

Electrodiagnostic

Multifocal demyelinating

findings

motor neuropathy with or
without conduction block

Treatment

Core criteria

upper limb > lower limb

Decreased tendon reflexes
Laboratory features

ALS

Table 2: Clinical criteria required for the diagnosis of
multifocal motor neuropathy

IVIg, rituximab, and

least two nerves for
more than 1 month. If
symptoms and signs
are present only in

• Absence of cranial
nerve involvement
• Cramps and
fasciculations in the
affected limb
• Response in terms

the distribution of one

of disability or

No focal demyelinating

nerve, only a possible

muscle strength to

lesions. Active and chronic

diagnosis can

immunomodulatory

motor axon loss and

be made

therapy

fasciculations in

• No objective sensory

multiple regions

abnormalities except

Supportive treatment

for minor vibration

cyclophosphamide
Does not respond to steroids
or plasma exchange
ALS = amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; CSF = cerebrospinal fluid; IgM = immunoglobulin M;
IVIg = intravenous immunoglobulin; MMN = multifocal motor neuropathy.
Adapted from Lawson et al., 2014.1

involvement
• Sensory impairment
more marked than minor
vibration loss in the
lower limbs
• Diffuse symmetric
weakness during the
initial weeks

sense abnormalities in
the lower limbs
Adapted with permission from European Federation of Neurological Societies and the
Peripheral Nerve Society, 2010.28

Diagnosis of multifocal motor neuropathy and
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis

This leads to an inability to walk or move the arms. Muscle weakening
progresses to the chest muscles, ultimately leading to respiratory failure.
Like MMN, ALS can present with a foot drop or distal upper extremity
weakness and atrophy, although it is more likely to involve a portion of a
limb rather than a single nerve distribution. Like in ALS, patients with MMN
can manifest muscle atrophy and fasciculations, although fasciculations are
more prominent in ALS (Table 1).1,19

A definitive diagnosis of MMN is based on core clinical criteria set out by
the European Federation of Neurological Societies (EFNS)/Peripheral Nerve
Society (PNS) (core, supportive and exclusion criteria in MMN diagnosis are
defined by the EFNS; Table 2).28 Core criteria include slowly progressive or
stepwise progressive, focal, asymmetric limb weakness, in the distribution
of at least two nerves, for more than one month; and no objective sensory
abnormalities, except for minor vibratory abnormalities in the lower limbs.

While early diagnosis of MMN can be difficult in atypical cases, there are
cardinal clinical features that can help establish the diagnosis. MMN is
characterized by asymmetric limb weakness without sensory loss, more
commonly affecting the upper extremities. The weakness is patchy and
multifocal, corresponding to the distribution of single nerves rather than
segmental or radicular (Table 1).1,20,21 Like ALS, the disease has a progressive
course, but progression of weakness tends to be stepwise, rather than
insidious. Core clinical criteria require involvement of at least two separate
motor nerves without objective sensory abnormalities, except for mild
vibratory sense impairment. A characteristic electrophysiological pattern
is focal slowing and CB of motor nerve fibers within nerve segments.
Cervical nerve root stimulation is also an important technique for assessing
CB since approximately 13% of all CBs in MMN are proximal and may be
missed with routine nerve conduction studies.22,23

Important features that would exclude a diagnosis of MMN include sensory
loss or sensory symptoms other than mild vibratory loss in the toes, or slight
paresthesia; as well as symmetric weakness at onset.29 However, these
would also be atypical for ALS. In terms of differentiation from ALS and other
motor-predominant neuropathic disorders, other exclusion criteria for MMN
that would help distinguish it from ALS include upper motor neuron signs
and bulbar weakness. IgM anti-ganglioside GM1 antibodies are present in
approximately half of patients with MMN (30–80% depending on series).30,31
However, they have also been associated with other immune-mediated
neuropathies, non-immune-related neuropathies and even patients with
ALS.32–34 Therefore, anti-GM1 antibodies are diagnostically helpful but cannot
be relied upon absolutely.

Unlike ALS, which is believed to be caused by a combination of genetic
and environmental factors, MMN clearly has an autoimmune etiology; it
is associated with elevated anti-GM1 IgM levels in ~50% of patients and
responds to immunomodulatory treatment.21,24–26 The pathophysiology
of MMN and CB has been covered elsewhere and will not be
reviewed here.24
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The hallmark finding of motor CB has also been left out of the EFNS
diagnostic criteria, as CB in patients with otherwise typical MMN may not
be detectable using standard clinical electrophysiologic testing, a test that
requires considerable electrophysiological expertise. CB is defined as the
failure of action potential propagation at a given site along a single axon
and its presence outside the usual sites of nerve compression on nerve
conduction testing constitutes the hallmark of MMN. The EFNS criteria
allow for definite and probable CB.28 Definite CB is defined as follows:
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“Negative peak compound muscle action potential (CMAP) area reduction
on proximal versus distal stimulation of at least 50% whatever the nerve
segment length (median, ulnar, and peroneal). Negative peak CMAP
amplitude on stimulation of the distal part of the segment with motor CB
must be >20% of the lower limit of normal and >1 mV and increase of
proximal to distal negative peak CMAP duration must be ≤30%”. Probable
CB is defined by: “negative peak CMAP area reduction of at least 30% over
a long segment (e.g., wrist to elbow or elbow to axilla) of an upper limb
nerve with increase of proximal to distal negative peak CMAP duration
≤30%” or “Negative peak CMAP area reduction of at least 50% (same as
definite) with an increase of proximal to distal negative peak CMAP duration
>30%”.28 Unlike axonal loss, CB will be undetectable if located at a site that
is not accessible by conventional nerve conduction testing. Proximal root
stimulation should be considered in these cases.22,23 In one study of patients
with pure lower motor neuron disease without motor CB, 10% responded
to IVIg therapy.35 Therefore, the absence of CB or GM1 antibodies argues
against IVIg responsiveness, but does not rule it out.
In addition to CB and other demyelinating abnormalities, there may also
be evidence of motor axon loss, such as decreased distally evoked CMAP
and signs of denervation and re-innervation on needle electromyography.36
Magnetic resonance neurography is another useful diagnostic technique;
focal enlargement and increased signal intensity of the brachial plexus is
seen on T2-weighted images in MMN.37 In addition, many centers are using
ultrasound to detect nerve enlargement; in a recent study, high-resolution
sonography of peripheral nerves revealed distinct multifocal nerve
enlargement patterns, which may support a diagnosis of MMN. Ultrasound
findings did not correlate well with clinical severity or electrophysiological
findings at initial presentation, but changes in the Ultrasound Pattern Sum
Score (UPSS) correlated well with the clinical course in terms of muscle
strength, as measured by the Medical Research Council sum score.38
Ultrasound has been used to differentiate MMN from other neuropathies39
and may also be a useful tool for therapeutic monitoring.
Diagnosis of ALS employs the El Escorial criteria and Awaji algorithm.40
According to these criteria, diagnosis of ALS requires signs of lower motor
neuron degeneration by clinical, electrophysiological or neuropathologic
examination, and signs of upper motor neuron degeneration by clinical
examination. In addition, there must be evidence of progressive spread of
signs within a region or to other regions, absence of electrophysiological
evidence of other disease processes, and absence of neuroimaging
evidence of other disease processes that might explain the observed
clinical and electrophysiological signs.
The significant clinical overlap between these two motor processes
means that misdiagnosis is common and can be difficult to avoid. It
is important to identify features that help distinguish MMN from ALS.
Some of these differences have been mentioned previously but deserve
further emphasis. While any body part can be affected in ALS, MMN
almost always presents with wrist drop, or less frequently, foot drop.17
As such, MMN presents in a “patchy” distribution, while ALS involves a
segment such as a limb and spreads insidiously rather than in a stepwise
manner. Bulbar and respiratory involvement are rarely seen in MMN but
are often present in ALS. The muscle weakness associated with MMN
involves less atrophy, except in severe cases or in individuals who have
had the disease for many years.41 Fasciculations occur in both MMN
and ALS but are more prominent and widespread in ALS. Additionally, in
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ALS, fasciculations are not necessarily restricted to weak muscles.1,19
The absence of upper motor neuron signs is probably one of the most
important clinical indicators of MMN over ALS. However, this finding must
also be interpreted with caution since there are lower motor neuron
ALS variants that are not uncommon and also lack upper motor neuron
signs (e.g., progressive muscular atrophy). Electrophysiologically, MMN is
distinguished from ALS by CB, and by extension, reduced recruitment of
motor units in the absence of axonal injury. Reduced recruitment is also
seen in ALS but is generally accompanied by more prominent denervation
on needle electromyography.1,42
Diagnosis of MMN or ALS can take more than a year, and a diagnostic delay
is associated with worse prognosis. In a US study of 46 patients with MMN
referred to a tertiary neuromuscular center, only 6 were previously given
the correct diagnosis.2 The ratio of MMN to ALS is approximately 1 to 20,
and patients with MMN are often diagnosed as having ALS.41,43 The correct
diagnosis of MMN often requires the involvement of a neuromuscular
specialist with sufficient expertise.

Treatments for multifocal motor neuropathy and
evidence for their use
Current EFNS/PNS guidelines recommend IVIg as the standard,
evidence-based therapy for MMN.44 Good response to IVIg is seen in
up to 80% of patients with MMN.21,45 Subcutaneous immunoglobulin
administration has also shown efficacy in MMN and is more convenient
than intravenous administration.46–48 Further developments such as
hyaluronidase-facilitated administration and concentrated formulations
may facilitate subcutaneous administration.49
Various other treatments including cyclophosphamide, rituximab,
mycophenolate mofetil, beta-interferon, cyclosporine, azathioprine, and
infliximab have all been used to treat MMN, but insufficient clinical trial data
support their use for this indication.50 Plasma exchange or corticosteroids
are ineffective or harmful in MMN, and their use should be avoided.51,52
High-dose cyclosporins have also shown some efficacy but have toxicity
issues, and data supporting their use are limited.53 Rituximab has shown
some efficacy in patients with MMN, but data are mixed and need
confirmation in a large clinical trial.54
Treatment options for ALS are more limited. Currently two drugs are approved
that delay the progression of ALS: the anti-excitotoxic drug riluzole, which has
been available for over 20 years,8,9 and the recently approved edaravone, an
antioxidant.55 However, edaravone has demonstrated efficacy only in a subset
of patients with early stage ALS who meet specific criteria (ALS of grade 1
or 2 in the Japan ALS Severity Classification, scores of at least 2 points on all
12 items of the Revised ALS Functional Rating Scale [ALSFRS-R], forced vital
capacity of 80% or more, definite or probable ALS according to the revised El
Escorial criteria, and disease duration of 2 years or less).56

Case studies
The following series of cases are taken from the authors’ experience and
are typical of the challenges in differentiating MMN from ALS (Table 3).

Case 1
A 61-year-old male presented 7 years previously with painless weakness
of the right hand following elbow surgery. Based on the presence of
weakness and atrophy, a clinical diagnosis of ulnar neuropathy was made.
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At re-assessment 2 years later, he had developed recurrence of right
hand weakness without sensory disturbance. Although without numbness
or paresthesia, he did report mild discomfort localized to the shoulder
girdle in the subscapular region extending to the rhomboids and involving
the proximal arm. The discomfort subsided quickly, giving way to more
profound atrophy of the hand and forearm. Injury to the posterior
interosseous nerve was suspected based on finger and wrist extension
weakness, without associated elbow extension weakness or sensory
alteration on examination.
An electrodiagnostic study performed at an outside hospital suggested
injury to the radial nerve and ulnar neuropathy at the elbow; CB was not
identified. Other limbs were not studied. Initial orthopedic impression
was of a post-traumatic radial neuropathy related to an elbow injury
during martial arts training. The patient was referred for neurologic and
repeat electrodiagnostic studies. Nerve conduction studies revealed low
amplitude radial, ulnar, and median motor responses on the right, with
preserved sensory conduction, but did not fulfill the criteria for CB. Needle
electromyography revealed prominent fibrillation potentials and positive
sharp waves in distal muscles of the right hand; less prominent denervation
(tr–1+) in biceps and triceps muscles with associated neurogenic
recruitment abnormalities; sparse fibrillation potentials and positive sharp
waves in the deltoid and extensor digitorum communis of the left upper
extremity; and complex repetitive discharges in the medial gastrocnemius
muscles without evidence for active denervation or chronic motor unit
changes. A disorder of motor neurons or their axons was suspected based
on these findings.
ALS was the leading diagnosis due to the absence of definite CB; presence
of active denervation in multiple myotomes of the right upper extremity
and less prominently the left upper extremity; and more subtle neurogenic
changes in the medial gastrocnemius muscles of the lower extremities.
Evidence against ALS included the absence of upper motor neuron signs,
the absence of evidence for chronic denervation and re-innervation, and
lack of significant progression over 2–3 years.
Ancillary serologic testing revealed a mildly elevated rheumatoid factor and
serum creatine kinase. Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) protein was also mildly
elevated. Differential diagnosis included MMN, Lewis Sumner variant of
CIDP, and ALS or another motor neuron variant.
A course of immunoglobulin was initiated at 3-week intervals after a
loading dose of 2 g/kg over 5 days. This resulted in clinical improvement
with increased strength of the right upper extremity and gradual restoration
of muscle bulk in the right hand.
This case highlights some important difficulties in distinguishing MMN
from motor neuron disease. In particular, the absence of definite CB can
make the diagnosis essentially indistinguishable from a lower motor
neuron variant of ALS. The detection of CB requires technical proficiency
including attention to distance measurements, supramaximal stimulation,
and optimal placement of electrodes. Even with technical proficiency, CB
may not fulfill criteria deemed “definite”, or may be proximal to recording
sites. This underscores the importance of needle electromyography as part
of the electrophysiologic diagnosis. In particular, recruitment abnormalities
without active (fibrillation potentials and positive sharp waves) or chronic
denervation may be an important clue.
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Table 3: Summary of clinical cases
Nerve conduction

Laboratory

Ganglioside

studies

tests

antibody

No CB, evidence

Rheumatoid

of denervation in

factor, CSF

Initial diagnosis

presence
Case 1

Not tested

Differential
diagnosis included
MMN, Lewis

upper extremities, protein and CK
subtle changes in

were all mildly

Sumner variant

lower extremities

elevated

of CIDP, ALS and
motor neuron
variant

Case 2

No CB in ulnar and CK elevated

GM1 negative ALS

median nerve (CB
was detected later)
Case 3

No CB (reduced

CSF evaluation GM1 positive

Differential

median motor

negative for

diagnosis included

amplitude)

elevated

MMN, ALS, distal

protein or cells

hereditary motor
neuropathy

ALS = amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; CB = conduction block; CIDP = chronic inflammatory
demyelinating polyradiculoneuropathy; CK = creatine kinase; CSF = cerebrospinal fluid;
MMN = multifocal motor neuropathy.

The absence of significant progression is an additional important aspect
of diagnosis; ALS inevitably progresses, and the diagnosis is confirmed if
a patient develops defining features such as bulbar dysfunction or upper
motor neuron signs.

Case 2
The patient is a 70-year-old male diagnosed with ALS after developing
bilateral hand weakness that left him unable to work as a sculptor. His
initial complaints were of weakness of the right hand, as manifest by loss
of dexterity then rapid loss of muscle bulk in his right hand and forearm.
This was followed by weakness of the right lower extremity with foot drop.
Left distal lower extremity weakness followed but remained milder than on
the right. CB was not detected on initial electrodiagnostic study; only two
motor nerves were studied (ulnar and median nerve on the right). Because
of these symptoms and the absence of CB on electrodiagnostic study, he
was given a diagnosis of ALS.
The patient was referred for another opinion when he failed to progress
as was expected for his diagnosis of ALS. At the time of his re-evaluation,
three of his four limbs were affected. Weakness most prominently affected
his finger extensors, hand intrinsics, and thumb abduction on the right.
Affected muscle groups were wasted, but there was no sensory loss. His
speech was clear without dysarthria or dysphonia. Tongue was normal
without fasciculations. Muscle stretch reflexes were depressed throughout.
The presence of muscle cramping, most prominently in the legs and
trunk, prompted magnetic resonance imaging of the thoracic cord, which
was unrevealing for spinal cord or root enhancement. Serologic studies
revealed elevated creatine kinase on two separate occasions. Ganglioside
titers were negative for GM1 antibody. The diagnosis of MMN was
confirmed by the finding of CB in non-compressive locations in the right
ulnar, radial, and peroneal nerve. There was some active denervation in the
anterior tibialis and medial gastrocnemius but this was modest and was not
accompanied by evidence of significant motor unit changes. Other muscles
studied were normal with the exception of pronounced recruitment
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abnormalities in radial- and ulnar-innervated muscles without evidence for
active denervation.
IVIg was initiated and resulted in improvement of weakness in all extremities.
Right upper extremity strength improved but did not return to baseline. An
immunoglobulin (Ig) dependency assessment was performed ~8 months
after initiation of regular IVIg and he had deteriorated with respect to
strength in both upper and lower extremities with recurrence of left lower
extremity foot drop. Regularly scheduled IVIg was resumed and resulted in
a return to the strength observed prior to Ig dependency test.
This case highlights the role of re-evaluation in the assessment of patients
with atypical ALS. Re-evaluation was prompted when the patient did not
progress as expected for his disease. Features that were atypical included
the absence of bulbar symptoms and the absence of upper motor neuron
signs with diffusely depressed reflexes.

and decreased in the bilateral upper extremities. The electrodiagnostic
study failed to identify CB but the right median motor response amplitude
was reduced. Denervation was present in the first dorsal interosseous but
was not prominent. There were no motor unit changes such as polyphasia,
large amplitude or long duration units.
Ganglioside antibodies revealed GM1 positivity at a high titer. CSF
evaluation was negative for elevated protein or cells. Based on the
presence of prominent recruitment abnormalities, GM1 positivity and a
history of stepwise change in hand function, a trial of IVIg was completed.
A repeat neurologic evaluation ~6 months after Ig therapy revealed
improvement in the strength of thumb abduction on the left and ankle
dorsiflexion on the right. Right finger abduction was also improved but to a
lesser degree. A diagnosis of MMN was suspected based on this response
and he remained on booster IVIg.

Future perspectives
On re-evaluation, the patient had progressed to involve multiple
motor nerves, and evidence of CB in the ulnar and radial motor nerves
cinched the diagnosis. The presence of multiple mononeuropathies
can mimic the myotomal distribution of ALS at presentation. This also
underscores the importance of maintaining an index of suspicion early
in the course of the illness to detect a stepwise pattern of weakness
suggestive of a multifocal mononeuropathy rather than a myotomal
distribution of weakness. The absence of denervation on needle
electromyography should be an important diagnostic clue for an
alternate diagnosis, and the disproportionate recruitment abnormalities
fits with MMN. It should be noted that in MMN, proximal CB may not
be detectable by nerve conduction studies but may be appreciated
by recruitment abnormalities. Additionally, this case underscores the
importance of adequate sampling of motor nerves early with attention
to performing proximal stimulations.

Case 3
A 52 year-old-male presented to the orthopedic clinic with complaints
of “his right ring finger getting stuck” after using shears for a prolonged
period. His weakness had progressed over the course of the preceding
12–18 months. In reviewing his history, he admitted that the progression
was “intermittent”, reporting abrupt worsening of hand strength in the
4–6 months prior to presentation. He had difficulties with flexion of the
4th and 5th digits of the right hand and he held his 5th digit in an abducted
position. He could not hold his 5th digit in full extension and had weakness
of abduction of the fingers. There was no associated pain, numbness or
tingling but he did complain of cramping localized to the arms, upper back
and shoulders.
He was referred for neurologic consultation and electrodiagnostic
evaluation because of hypothenar atrophy; a putative diagnosis of ulnar
neuropathy was suggested. Neurologic examination revealed normal
cranial nerves without evidence of bulbar dysfunction, tongue atrophy
or fasciculations. On motor examination, he had mild atrophy of muscles
of the right thenar, hypothenar and forearm. He had mild left thenar
atrophy. Strength testing revealed 4-/5 of right finger abduction and 5-/5
in finger extension; 4-/5 left thumb abduction; and 4/5 right ankle and
toe dorsiflexion. Shoulder abduction, elbow flexion and elbow extension
strength were normal bilaterally, as was proximal lower extremity strength.
Reflexes were 3+ at the patella, absent at the right ankle, 2+ at the left ankle,
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As illustrated by these case examples, there is a need for further techniques
to distinguish ALS from MMN. The two conditions have been found to
exhibit distinct cytokine and chemokine profiles in patients. A 2015 study
(n = 56) found differences in CSF inflammatory features between patients
with MMN and those with ALS; in particular, fibroblast growth factor-2 and
granulocyte colony-stimulating factor levels were elevated in patients with
ALS compared with those with MMN.57
In addition, as discussed earlier, recent data has shown that nerve
ultrasound has high diagnostic accuracy in the differential diagnosis of
ALS and MMN, and might be superior to nerve conduction studies in the
diagnosis of MMN in hospitalized patients with this differential diagnosis.38,58
Another recent study suggested that cervical root sonography may be a
useful technique to support the diagnosis of MMN rather than ALS, even
in the absence of CB.59 A more rapid and accurate diagnosis may lead to
greater numbers of patients receiving early IVIg or other MMN treatments,
though the long-term outcome of more widespread early diagnosis
remains unknown.

Summary and concluding remarks
The misdiagnosis of MMN as ALS is an important issue with serious clinical
implications for the patient due to differences in prognosis and treatment.
In this review, some important clinical features were discussed that may
help to distinguish the two disorders. In summary, the following features
should alert the physician to a possible diagnosis of MMN: (i) distal upper
limb involvement (although the physician should also be aware that this is a
common presenting symptom of ALS); (ii) multifocal, stepwise progression
in the distribution of single nerves; (iii) absence of bulbar/respiratory
involvement; (iv) CB/demyelinating abnormalities on electrophysiologic
study; (v) absence of upper motor neuron signs; (vi) sparse fasciculations
and (vii) GM1 antibodies.1,20,21,29
However, it bears repeating that ALS variants without upper motor neuron
signs can be exceedingly difficult to distinguish from immune-responsive
lower motor neuron syndromes such as MMN. The presence of GM1
antibodies or CB should always prompt consideration of an IVIg trial; given
that most patients will respond by 8–12 weeks of booster doses, this is
appropriate given the gravity of a misdiagnosis. Similarly, in patients with
pure lower motor neuron syndromes without CB or GM1 antibodies, a trial
of IVIg should be considered.
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There is a need for dissemination of information about the clinical diagnosis
of MMN. The above presentations of ‘real world’ cases demonstrate how
misdiagnosis can be avoided. Important considerations are the need for
technical expertise in electrodiagnostic testing, since definite CB is not
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